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In this work, we proposeMAGES 4.0, a novel software development kit to accelerate
the creation of collaborative medical training applications in virtual/augmented
reality (VR/AR). Our solution is essentially a low-code metaverse authoring platform
for developers to rapidly prototype high-fidelity and high-complexity medical
simulations. MAGES breaks the authoring boundaries across extended reality, since
networked participants can also collaborate using different VR/AR as well asmobile
and desktop devices, in the samemetaverse world. WithMAGES we propose an
upgrade to the outdated 150-year-old master–apprentice medical trainingmodel.
Our platform incorporates, in a nutshell, the following novelties: 1) 5G edge-cloud
remote rendering and physics dissection layer, 2) realistic real-time simulation of
organic tissues as soft-bodies under 10ms, 3) a highly realistic cutting and tearing
algorithm, 4) neural network assessment for user profiling and, 5) a VR recorder to
record and replay or debrief the training simulation from any perspective.

The medical metaverse, despite the inflated
expectations, is steadily, albeit quietly, being
created.15 Along with it, many technical ques-

tions remain, including “who will build the medical
metaverse and how?” Building such an ecosystem
from few stakeholders would require significant effort
involving tasks of tremendous complexity, unless the
metaverse authoring process is decentralized and the
tools to create it are democratized in the hands of the
actual content creators.

The extended pandemic crisis highlighted the need
for effectivemedical training, along with the inadequacy
of the 150-year-old surgical training model.14

Computational medical science aims to accelerate the
world’s transition to virtual reality (VR) medical training
in the metaverse15 and empower medical professionals
to enhance their proficiency and ultimately improve
patient outcomes (see S1 in the Sidebar).12,16,17

To serve the causes above, we present MAGES 4.0,
the medical VR industry’s first software development
kit (SDK) that allows rapid prototyping of any shared,
collaborative networked medical training in VR, in a
fraction of time and cost. It draws its robustness from
the 20 years of academic research and development,
incorporating the latest advancements into a novel
medical virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR) SDK.

The computational results achieved with MAGES
SDK exceed those typically reached by large teams of
domain expert developers of similar engines. Being
layered on top of existing game engines, such as
Unity3D and Unreal Engine (see Figures 1 (left) and 2),
it brings a low-code virtual world authoring platform
to developers with even a moderate knowledge of
these engines. This allows a small team, of one devel-
oper and one designer, as in our latest use case (see
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the “Case Studies” section), to create a complete VR
medical training simulation even within two weeks.

PREVIOUSWORK
In the past years, a variety of metaverse authoring tools
have been introduced,1 tailored to particular research
problems and application verticals, most of them pre-
sented as proof of concept. A great number of platforms
have been designed for entertainment/multimedia sys-
tems,2 education/vocational training,4 (see S3 in the
Sidebar) cultural heritage, and medical training (see S6
in the Sidebar).3,12,16,17 Each simulation has various
strengths, but because they were often designed with
specific use cases in mind, each is also limited in differ-
ent ways. Most such VR systems provide high-fidelity
photorealistic scenes,2 user immersion and presence
that allow human-centric interaction in VR.5 Existing
simulation environments are differentiated as they

combine VR training functions in various domains, while
others, only very few of them,3 provide realistic physics
simulations on surfaces with rigid body, soft body, cloth,
and fluids. Innovative multiuser collaborative virtual
environments (VE),2,3,12,16 provide a great asset in all
fields, a fact that was especially highlighted during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Few of the abovementioned VE authoring tools,3,4

allow reuse/import of content/assets that impacts the
tool’s usability and effectiveness, as it enables design-
ers to significantly reduce their effort, and generate
custom user experience that otherwise would be
impossible. In that respect, some novel, innovative, and
interoperable authoring platforms allow users with no
or limited programming knowledge to design a VE fast
and easy,3 setting early the basic and essential require-
ments for the building of the metaverse.1 In that
respect, VR software design patterns6 is a momentum-
gaining approach, with already concrete results, that
will be utilized in the building process of the next-gen-
eration VR training applications for themetaverse.

MAGES 4.0 INNOVATIONS
The innovations, presented in this work, extend signifi-
cantly our previous work,3 and thus transform our SDK
to a powerful low-code VR authoring platform, that
allows developers to produce high-fidelity and high-
complexity VR simulations fast and effectively, empow-
ering the medical metaverse creation. MAGES SDK is
named after itsmost unique features as follows.

MultiplayerWith GA Interpolation (M)
A custom geometric algebra (GA) interpolation engine
allows up to 300 simultaneous users in the same

FIGURE 1. (Left) Visual scripting editor. (Right) A surgeon with two students performing a collaborative total knee arthroplasty as

generated using MAGES, in Unity3D.

FIGURE 2. Developing a total knee arthroplasty with MAGES

in Unreal Engine.
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session of the VE. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the highest number of active concurrent users in the
same scene, whereas state-of-the-art applications
offer only a few tens of concurrent users with only one
active and rest being spectators. This remarkable
achievement is accomplished by the transmission
over the network layer of GA-based representation
forms of the VR scene transformation data, which sup-
port higher data compression rates. The use of such
alternative forms by MAGES reduces the required
data that must be sent over the network by up to 33%,
whereas the reduced amount of data sent in these
forms yield visually better interpolated results, with
the overall quality of experience being sufficient even
when the network quality, in terms of bandwidth, seri-
ously deteriorates.7

Analytics (A)
A powerful advanced analytic engine system allows
tracking and visualization of the student’s progress. As
this feature enables scoring per user action in a simple
manner, it provides an easy way for the tutor or the stu-
dents to quickly inspect and identify the parts of the train-
ing performance. A main insight is that as main recorded
data are basedonGA, their storage, retrieval, or interpola-
tion ismuchmore efficient than existingmethods.10

GADeformable Animation, Cutting, and
Tearing (G)
The under-the-hood GA engine used to solve the ani-
mation equation is responsible not only for model
deformation but for a series of features that exploit it.
Specifically, the ability to perform cuts, progressive
tears, and drills on skinned soft-body meshes is now
feasible in real time, with increased realism suitable
even for demanding VR/AR immersive applications
(under 10 ms frame rendering time).13

EditorWith Action Prototypes (E)
An incorporated visual scripting editor along with our
custom VR simulation design patterns as basic build-
ing blocks, called actions, are used to rapidly acceler-
ate content creation for VR/AR simulations. Based on
software design patterns,6 they enable creation of
medical training operations, at a fraction of the time
and cost, against current practices and standards.

Semantically Annotated Deformable, Soft, and
Rigid Bodies (S)
Toward a highly realistic recreation of a virtual surgery
operation, we have designed and developed a novel par-
ticle system, suitable for real-time elasticity simulations
of human tissues and organs in VR/AR.13

The abovementioned novel features of MAGES 4.0
were significantly enhanced, compared to our previous
work,3 in order to provide higher fidelity for incisions,
increased performance for soft-bodies, extended capabil-
ities for ML analytics (connection with the built in VR
recorder), ability to handle more concurrent users via the
GA networking layer and support for a larger set of
actions for the scripting editor, thus paving the way for
MAGES 4.0 to become a complete low-code metaverse
authoring tool.

HOWMAGESWORKS IN FIVE
STEPS

In this section, we present the five main steps a devel-
oper should follow to create a VR training simulation.

1) Design training storyboard: Utilizing our visual
scripting editor, developers create the steps of
each scenario.

2) Create virtual assets: Gather all the medical 3-D
content (tools, human anatomy, etc.).

3) Author training actions: Generate the action
scripts using our action prototype design pat-
terns. Developers create programmable actions
along with analytics and network behavior using
the embedded authoring tools.

4) Build the medical VR training simulation: Build
and deploy the executable application to a wide
range of supported headsets/platforms, operat-
ing systems and portable/desktop devices.

5) License the simulation: Optionally, connect the
training simulation to an analytic server, using
MAGES SDK cloud management license.

Code reusability and prototyping are twomajor prin-
ciples in software architecture. The structure of soft-
ware systems and the communication between its
modules is described through software design patterns.
Software design patterns are reusable solutions for
common programming problems that often occur dur-
ing software development.8 In Kloiber et al. ’s work,18 the
creation of prototyped behaviors in VR with a system to
manage and visualize interactive actions was simplified.
The system is able to analyze user behaviors in VR to
export highly accurate maps of user engagement that
can be used later for in-VR action understanding.

ACTION PROTOTYPES
Especially in training simulations, developers need to
implement highly interactive behaviors for the students
to follow. For this reason,we introduce action prototypes,
as novel software design patterns, for low-code
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behavioral tasks in training scenarios. The novelty in such
an approach lies in the fact that these software patterns
are tailored specifically for authoring of VR/AR training
experiences,6 e.g., “Insert action,” “Question/Answer
action,” “Tool Action,” etc. We classified the majority of
the physical tasks into programmable and easily extend-
able code patterns. We implemented basic behaviors,
such as the insertion, removal, usage, or even cognitive
behaviors, like questions into separate programmable
entities. Developers can inherit those entities and
develop their own actionswith a few lines of code.

To minimize the need of coding, we developed an
authoring tool to automatically generate networked-
ready, analytics-ready action scripts. Developers can
create such action scripts by selecting the necessary
physical objects for each task (e.g., tools, specific parts
of the body) and subsequently the systemwill automati-
cally generate an action script. This script contains the
basic-default behavior of the particular object, easily
extendable bymounting extension scripts.

TRAINING SCENEGRAPH
A training scenario contains a number of carefully
defined steps, in a sequential or multipath manner.
MAGES usage depends on an underlying training
scenegraph, a highly dynamic, acyclic graph repre-
senting the training scenarios. Each node defines an
action, a specific task to be completed by the trainee.

A training scenegraph is not just a static tree, it is a
dynamic graph.6 An educational scenario can lead to
multiple paths according to user’s actions and deci-
sions. To accommodate this need, the training scene-
graph can generate new paths and deviate from the
originally intended path while the user explores the
training scenario.

To rapidly accelerate the content creation we built a
visual scripting authoring tool. This is a low-code system
that enables easy authoring of actions while presenting
the scenario from a higher level perspective. The visual
scripting editor is able to visualize the training scene-
graph and, as it consists of interactive nodes, allows the
user developer to modify it. This feature is able to gener-
ate training simulations in a future proof implementa-
tion-agnostic way, via a user friendly GUI [see Figure 1
(left)].

Although VR medical training improves patient
outcomes (see S1 in the Sidebar), VR content creation
is a lengthy and costly process,a as the development
of a small simulation requires four man-months for

one designer and one developer. The use of the visual
scripting editor allows the authoring of a small VR
medical simulation by the same personnel in just 14
days (see the “Medical VR Training Examples Built
With MAGES” sidebar for such examples), therefore, it
is eight times faster and cost efficient than SoA
methods.

ANALYTICS EDITOR
User assessment is crucial in medical simulations as
students can identify their skills, while teachers can
note any difficulties or points of improvement. For this
reason, we integrated into MAGES an analytics system
based on Zia et al. ’s work10 to assess and track the
progress of each individual. In our training scenarios,
the corresponding medical subject-matter-experts are
the ones that direct which specific performance
parameters to track throughout the medical opera-
tion. Those can vary from “wrong angle during inci-
sions” or “tool placements,” to “time constrained”
decisions or even “contamination” issues.

MAGES features a novel analytic system to configure
and present the assessment data. We built an easy to
use interface on top of our visual scripting engine that
enables analytic functionality to our actions, via minor
modifications. For this reason, we introduced the scoring
factor, a component that tracks data from objects or
from the student’s actions. Some of the scoring factors
we implemented are velocity scoring factors (to track if a
user ismoving a fragile object too fast), error collider scor-
ing factors (to check for possible contamination), as well
as angle scoring factors (to check the proper placement
of implants). Custom scoring factors are also supported
allowing developers to extend the existing classes and
create their own factors. Developers can assign multiple
scoring factors in each action. The final score for each
action is calculated as a weighted average of all assigned
scoring factors.

After each simulation, users can visualize their
analytics from within the VR/AR environment. Analytic
reports are also uploaded automatically to our online
portal allowing supervisors and teachers to view their
students’ progress. The implementation of the portal
upload feature is as simple as a single API call in the
MAGES configuration file.

AUTOMATIC HAND POSTURES
Interactive virtual characters are nowadays common
place in VR/AR applications. Designing a virtual human-
like hand, which is able to touch and grasp objects with
realistic hand and finger adjustments, often trying to
imitate the human brain way of reasoning, is a matter of

a[Online]. Available: htt _ps://roundtablelearning.com/cost-of-
virtual-reality-training-full-vr-2020
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necessity. Grasping hand animation itself includes sev-
eral problematic aspects that make finding a satisfying
solution extremely hard. Especially concerning human-
like hands, the main challenge is trying to imitate the
human-brain way of thinking and replicate the uncon-
scious movements a person makes to grab an object.
Although it is true that a 3-D physics engine can quite
easily manage collisions and anatomical constraints,
the real challenge is to design and implement a control-
ler that supervises all the motors of the hand.19 Prede-
fined animation cannot be used in general on a physical
body; therefore, even producing a simple movement
requires particular care.

Reducing the number of possible grasp movements
is fundamental. The applied methodology should also
respect the physiology of the human hand. This applies
to anatomical joint limits, angle limits due to tendon
links between fingers (dynamic constraints) as well as
angle limits that force a natural posture.

In MAGES, we designed an algorithm for intuitive
object grasping with easy configuration and high accu-
racy, mimicking the human way of reasoning. This algo-
rithm is flexible enough to support hand structures
having an arbitrary number of fingers and an arbitrary
number of phalanges for each finger. Given the hand
bones structure, the position of the character and an
object, the algorithm finds the most suitable grasping
position for the character’s hand on that object. Grasp
poses are generated by a combination of a generic grasp
movement and a target object that the fingers collide
with.Movements are stored using only an initial pose and
a final pose, so that the algorithm can generate an arbi-
trary number of interpolations between them. The algo-
rithm runs in real time without imposing a performance
overhead to the main program, even with complex
objects (see Figure 3).

To simulate grasp poses, we implemented a procedure
that, based on a starting hand position and a grasp
movement, generates the grasping pose, by consider-
ing the object and computing the final positions and
rotations for all bones. When the user grabs an object,
starting from the root joint of the hand, we interpolate
the joints to reach the final pose. If a bone gets in con-
tact with the object, it is excluded from the following
calculations. This algorithm runs recursively for each
joint, resulting in a firm grip.

EXTENDED REALITY,
MULTIMODAL DEVICE SUPPORT

Access to virtual worlds should be permitted in a seam-
less way, regardless the nature of the XR device used.
For this reason, MAGES is designed to allow virtual ses-
sions for both VR and AR headsets, mobile and desktop
devices, without requiring complex configurations and
additional work from the developer, allowing such users
to collaborate in the same session (see Figure 4). In this
regard, if a developer needs to build an application for
an AR headset (e.g., HoloLens, Magic Leap, etc.), the
only additional work required is to import the respective
external SDK. Our universal XR camera interoperates
with anyHMD regardless of the targeted reality, by auto-
matically culling unnecessary VE objects (e.g., operating
room walls) when rendering for an AR device, breaking
the boundaries between different XR technologies, that
up until recently could not be combined.

EDGE-CLOUD REMOTE VISUAL
RENDERING

Although the VR hardware landscape evolves rapidly,
with SoC solutions that aim to reduce the performance
gap to high-end desktop GPUs, still standalone/unteth-
ered VR solutions are less capable in supporting high-
quality strong interactive VR services, due to their

FIGURE 3. Student has just dissected the left part of the liver,

during a hemihepatectomy operation. MAGES provides a realis-

tic simulation of hand postureswhen grasping various objects.

FIGURE 4. Collaborative total knee arthroplasty simulation

between a Magic Leap (point of view) and an oculus quest 2

headset (the medical assistant).
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reduced GPU capabilities and battery life. This favors the
exploitation of software solutions that offload computa-
tionally intensive tasks from end devices to cloud/edge
resources to support processing and storage. Recently,
the NVIDIA’s CloudXR solution has emerged for remote
rendering and streaming from OpenVR applications on a
remote server cloud or edge, attained via a client applica-
tion dependent on the HMD and the OS installed on the
client’s local machine. In our approach, we overcome the
dependencies that regard the device’s proprietary API’s,
thus supporting cross-platform access to VR devices.
This is accomplished by handling rendering and stream-
ing inside the offloaded application based on Unity
Engine.

A signaling server is further integrated to complete
the handshake and the interactive connectivity estab-
lishmentb candidate exchange between the HMD and
the offloaded application. The signaling server estab-
lishes a communication channel by a TURN server
hosted inside the offloaded application, and decides
which encoding format is the most appropriate to use
for the video stream.

Although the Unity XR SDK is exploited for render-
ing, several custom modifications had to be applied.
One major road blocker for VR offloading using Unity3D
Render Streaming is that Unity3D does not support ste-
reo render-to-texture. To cope with this limitation, we
re-engineered the render streaming by using two com-
plete Unity3D cameras in the scene. Each camera
included customized settings for the left and right eye
in order to render separate textures for each eye, which
are then combined. Furthermore, a custom data stream
is used to send transformation and controller data from
the HMD to the offloaded application. With the simula-
tion of two Unity3D cameras, the frame rate between
the offloaded component and the HMD reaches 60 fps
on average. The offloaded application runs inside of a
Windows virtual machine (VM) on a linux host. By using
KVM with GPU-passthrough, performance can come
close to bare-metal speeds. In addition, a custom TURN
server is hosted inside the VM, which allowsWebRTC to
consistently establish communication with the client,
even if they happen to be behind a NAT.

DISSECTED EDGE-CLOUD REMOTE
PHYSICS ENGINE

A typical monolithic game engine pipeline involves the
execution of physics-related calculations, performed on
CPU, alongside scene rendering calculations, performed
onCPU/GPU. Both these heavy computations are either

performed on high-end untethered HMDs, or on VR-
ready PCswith a tetheredHMD.

The designed methods and techniques for the dis-
section of the Unity3D game engine pipeline creates
two autonomous, deployed separately, bidirectionally
communicating components: the host and the physics
server. The host is responsible of maintaining the
game logic and of processing the graphics rendering,
while the physics server is responsible for performing
physics computations (see Figure 5). The main goal of
the dissected Unity3D pipeline is to allow any game
object on the host’s scene to be fully simulated by the
separated physics server (see Figure 6).

The dissection approach is based on splitting the
host’s game objects into graphics objects, residing in
the host, and physics objects, residing in the physics
server. This is accomplished by eliminating the physics

FIGURE 5. High-level architecture diagram of the physics dis-

section. The physics are calculated only on the physics server

while the render service receives the rendered image.

FIGURE 6. Physics are calculated only to the server while the

client receives the rendered image.
bFor more information, also refer to the RFC 8445 standard.
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attributes (e.g., mass, collider dimensions, etc.) from
all host’s game objects, which are subsequently cre-
ated in the physics server as physics objects with the
same parameters, in an easily transmittable and com-
pressible format. The physics server acts on a
completely passive nature since it retains no knowl-
edge regarding the host’s scene, the game loop, or the
behaviors. The imposed intercalls are streams of
transformations between the two services.

The dissected physics server runs inside a Win-
dows VM on a linux host. Further containerization of
this service is under consideration. The results of the
dissected pipeline show a minor uptake of 0.03 ms on
the latency from the new physics service, also produc-
ing a frame rate of 60 fps. The produced results have
confirmed our plans of hosting extremely high-inten-
sity physics computations in a separate edge service,
and allow the physics server to serve multiple render-
ing services, collaborating in the same multiuser
session.

VR SOFT BODY, SKINNED
SIMULATION

In the real world, there exist certain deformable objects
(e.g., soft or hard tissues) which are “naturally” deformed
when external forces are applied on them. MAGES
incorporates a framework that aims to achieve this, via
the so-called soft-body mesh deformation. The idea
behind this methodology is to create a layer of control
points, called particles, on top of the mesh model that,
when translated, would affect the vertices of a model in
a weighted manner. Ultimately, the visual effect we aim
for is similar to what would happen in reality if we
pinched and pulled the material at that point, toward
the displacement direction of the particle.

The particles are spawned and bound via springs to
some initial positions on the mesh’s surface, uniformly
distributed via a Poisson samplingmechanism. Particles
lying sufficiently close are “connected,” forming the
desired layer of control points. Furthermore, we assign
vertices to particles that have a distance from them
below a specificmodel-dependent threshold.

After this initial setup, every time a particle is dis-
placed away from its initial position it will trigger sev-
eral events. First, the particle’s displacement will
amount to a weighted displacement of all particles it
is assigned to, with each vertex’s displacement being
inversely proportional to its distance from the particle.
Furthermore, the particle’s movement will affect con-
nected particles by a fraction also inversely propor-
tional to their in-between distance. As neighboring
particles are displaced, they will, in turn, affect

vertices in a diminishing extent. Finally, particles that
are moved away from their initial position tend to
return with a velocity that is proportional to the dis-
placement, similar to a spring. With these fundamental
rules applied to the model, we are able to simulate
elasticity on the model’s surface.

HIGHLY REALISTIC PROGRESSIVE
TEARING AND CUTTING

By exploiting the GA-based interpolation engine, we
are able to simulate realistic unconstrained consecu-
tive tears or cuts, on a soft-body model, similar to the
ones performed in real life by a surgeon in the operat-
ing room (see Figure 7). Based on pure geometric oper-
ations on the surface mesh, we are able to perform

TABLE 1. Running times required to tear and cut various soft-

body models: a liver and a heart. Results taken from

Kamarianakis et al. ’swork.13

Characteristics Liver Heart

Number of vertices 515 2527

Number of triangles 768 4968

Number of particles 191 179

Tear operation Performance per tear
segment

Perform tear 0.4 ms 3 ms

Update particles 2.3 ms 7.3 ms

Total time 3.25 ms 11.19 ms

Output 140 fps 90 fps

Cut operation Performance

Intersection points 128 356

Total time 10.9 ms 17.2 ms

Output 90 fps 55 fps

FIGURE 7. Interactive heart model featuring our deformable

and tearing algorithms. The student performed an incision to

observe the internal structures.
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such actions and obtain real-time results in XR, even
in low-spec devices, such as mobile VR HMDs.

Although Wu et al.9 described diverse ways on how
to cut a 3-D model, most of these methods are not suit-
able for VR,20 since the necessary computations must
be performed in real time, within a few ms to preserve
user immersion. The latest developments13 allow for
complex operations, such as cutting or tearing on a
rigged meshmodel, to be run in real time, and are incor-
porated in MAGES. The significance of this framework
lies in the fact that it overcomes current state-of-the-art
limitations, where similar tears on a rigged 3-D model in
VR are predefined via linear-blend skinning animations,
in order to allow them to play back in real time.

Paired with the soft-bodies framework, our tearing
and cutting algorithms allow the simulation of realistic,
surgical-grade continuous tears, especially valuable in
the context of medical VR training. Furthermore, our
algorithms are based on simple geometric predicates
on the rigged mesh, and therefore do not require spe-
cific model preprocessing. Ultimately, our framework
allows the user to freely cut or tear in a consecutive way
any 3D mesh model, under collaborative networked VE,
reaching up to 140 fps, depending on scene complexity
(see Table 1). Tears can now be simulated to “open,” rep-
licating the tissue behavior in real-life incisions, provid-
ing immersive visual results for soft-body materials, and
of course, rigged models can be further reanimated and
torn or cut again, enabling a number of complex surgical
operations to be implemented in XR.

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORK AUTOMATIC
ASSESSMENT

Despite the effort, only few systems involve proce-
dures for assessing user progress inside the immersive
environment, that either evaluate only trivial tasks or
require a huge amount of time by manually being
reviewed or assessed. On the other hand, the need for
real-time automated evaluation of user’s actions is
constantly increasing. The state-of-the-art methods

for similar tasks either require the development of
complicated task-specific computer vision algorithms
or support very simple tasks.10

MAGES proposes a deep-learning-based system
that is able to assess, in real time, user actions within
a VR training scenario. The method enables the rapid
development of trained assessment functions, since it
utilizes data augmentation to minimize the amount of
labeled data (e.g., poor/mediocre/excellent perfor-
mance) that need to be collected. Using this system,
we are able to assess actions (e.g., tears and cuts) per-
formed in VR medical operations by the trainees.

The developed scoring system evaluates user’s
actions, based on the trajectories of the used virtual
tool. We utilize a supervised learning process that feeds
score-labeled trajectories, randomly sampled, to a light-
weight 15-layer CNN model, able to provide high-accu-
racy results (see Figure 8). The CNN consists of four
sets of two convolutional, two ReLU, and a batch nor-
malization layer, along with global average pooling, flat-
tening and densing layers, which form the classifier. The
model outputs the probabilities pðiÞ of a trajectory
belonging to each of the used classes. In Table 2, a com-
parison of the accuracy of different models is presented
for various numbers of classes. In the case of 2 or 3 clas-
ses, all models perform correctly; however, when 6 clas-
ses are used, only our proposed CNN method achieves

TABLE 2. Table comparing the accuracy of traditional ML

techniques and the proposed CNN.

No. of
classes

Logistic
regression

KNN SVM CNN
(ours)

2 100% 100% 100% 100%

3 100% 100% 100% 100%

6 39% 66% 83% 95%

TABLE 3. Measuring the FPS burden of a VR application due

to the recorder feature. Results taken from Kamarianakis

et al. ’s work.11

Performance Session without
VR recording

Session with
VR recording

Average FPS 89.56 85.13

Minimum FPS 76.56 68.78

Maximum FPS 93.29 92.57

FIGURE 8. Layers of the proposed CNN model.
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SIDEBAR: MEDICAL VR TRAINING EXAMPLES BUILTWITH
MAGES

I n this section, we present honorable medical

simulations built with MAGES SDK.

Total knee and hip arthroplasty: In collaboration with

the University of Southern California and New York

University, we created both orthopedic operations as a

part of their curricula (see Figures 9, 10, and 11). We also

conducted a clinical trial that proves skill transfer from

virtual to the real worldS1 (3 months, three full-time

developers, one full-time designer).

FIGURE 9. (Top) MAGES 4.0 collaborative total knee

arthroplasty simulation with 25 trainees in the same VR

operating room. (Bottom) The MAGES 4.0 swab insertion

process from the COVID-19 nasopharyngeal swab test

and personal protective equipment simulation.

FIGURE 10. MAGES 4.0 total knee arthroplasty simula-

tion.

FIGURE 11. MAGES 4.0 total hip arthroplasty simulation.

Emergency trauma scenarios: This is a collection of

emergency on-the-field simulations (extrication from

car, first aid) and an intubation process (see Figures 12

and 16) as part of an online course for the University of

Athens (1 month, two full-time developers, one full-time

designer).

FIGURE 12. MAGES 4.0 emergency trauma simulation.

FIGURE 13. MAGES 4.0 social worker simulation.
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FIGURE 14. MAGES 4.0 behavioral health simulation.

FIGURE 15. MAGES 4.0 REBOA simulation.

FIGURE 16. MAGES 4.0 intubation simulation.

STARS: Patient education and empowerment through

knowledge.We developed this informative and stress relief

application for patients in collaborationwith ICS-FORTH

and theHumanComputer Interaction LabS2 (1.5months,

two full-time developers, one full-time designer).

VRADA: In collaboration with the Aristotle University

of Thessaloniki, the University of Thessaly, and

Biomechanic solutions, we created a VR bike

simulation with cognitive questions that allows older

people with mild cognitive impairment symptoms to

simultaneously practice physical and cognitive skills

on a dual task. We published a clinical trial with our

resultsS3 (2 months, one full-time developer, one full-

time designer).

Social worker: A cognitive training simulation for soft

skills in collaboration (see Figure 13) with the

Fayetteville State University (14 days, one full-time

developer, one part-time designer).

Behavioral health, chronic care assessment: Two

cognitive training simulations for soft skills in

collaboration (see Figure 14) with the Western

Governors University (3 months, two full-time

developers, one part-time designer).

COVID-19 PPE & swab testing: During the COVID-19

pandemic, we developed this application to educate

medical personnel on the proper use of personal

protective equipment and how to take COVID samples

for testing (see Figure 9). It was performed in

collaboration with Inselspital University Hospital of Bern

and New York University. We conducted two clinical

trials,S4,S5 to explore the effectiveness of VR simulations

versus traditional learning methods (3 months, three

full-time developers, two full-time designers).

Anatomical viewer: Non Nocere developed an

anatomical viewer for laminectomy and discectomy

using MAGES SDK (see Figure 18).

FIGURE 17. MAGES 4.0 arthroscopy simulation.

FIGURE 18. MAGES 4.0 anatomical viewer simulation.

REBOA: In collaboration with the Inselspital University

Hospital of Bern, we developed a endovascular balloon

occlusion of the Aorta simulation (see Figure 15)
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an acceptable performance. Themodel was trainedwith
the VR recorder’s exported transformations/trajectories
data, that were obtained after recording and labeling
multiple sessions.

The usefulness of this feature is especially
highlighted in cases where we have a predefined oper-
ation, or exemplary task from a teacher, and students
must be trained to replicate the teacher’s movements
precisely. Furthermore, by using transfer learning,
these assessment functions can be reconfigured to
support similar tasks, thus reducing even more the
amount of training data.

Various underlying techniques were used to make
this achievable. Data collection involved capturing
transformation data (translation and rotation) of the
active virtual tool (e.g., a scalpel) on distinct frames.

The dataset was made uniform to amend for the fact
that the execution of an action is user dependent. Data
augmentation techniques were applied to increase the
training data toward enhancing the training process of
the 15-layer CNN. Since low training and inference
times are preferred, the lightweight model used is able
to provide high-accuracy scoring results. Incorporating
the trained CNN in the MAGES allows assessing the
user’s actions withminimal performance overhead.

VR RECORDER FOR AUTOMATIC
ASSESSMENT AND DEBRIEF

Recording and replaying a training session in VR can
serve as an additional and powerful educational tool.
The bibliography shows great interest on this matter

(3 months, three full-time developers, one full-time

designer).

Collaboration with VirtaMed AG.: VirtaMed AG is

currently developing a Knee Arthroscopy simulation (see

Figure 17) using MAGES SDK.c

IDS: In collaboration with the University of Geneva,

University Hospital of Geneva, and MiraLAB Sarl, in

the Swiss funded project Intelligent Digital Surgeon,d

we are currently advancing our ML assessment

feature. The main objective of the project is to

identify and analyze the immersed trainee’s

behavioral model and provide personalized real-time

feedback, assessment, and recommendations like a

real surgical instructor. A deep learning model will be

derived to identify the trainee’s behavioral model, by

recognizing and analyzing the trainee’s hand/arm

gestures, and to assist the feedback decision engine,

by providing personalized assessment, real-time

feedback, instructions, and recommendations.

PROFICIENCY: We also participate in the multipartner

(the lead of the three clinical partners Kantonsspital St.

Gallen, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, and

Balgrist University Hospital, and VirtaMed AG, Microsoft

Mixed Reality, AI Zurich Lab, and Atracsys LLC) Swiss

funded PROFICIENCYe project that aims to define a fully

novel, standardized, and proficiency-based surgical

training curricula installed and demonstrated on two

example surgical modalities, laparoscopy, and

arthroscopy, while fully generalizable to other

interventions.
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with the majority of projects focusing on video record-
ing and motion capturing.10

MAGES incorporates a different, highly accurate
and lightweight solution to record and replay any col-
laborative training VR/AR session.11 The underlying
algorithm allows for the first time to record the ses-
sion by capturing the transformation of objects (posi-
tion, rotation) and user-driven events (interaction,
decisions). This results in a highly accurate recording
of the scenario that requires minimal storage space
(approximately 1 MB per minute per user) and minimal
performance overhead (see Table 3). In addition, we
efficiently handle and record the user audio and syn-
chronize it using a timestamp algorithm.

After recording the session, users can select the
recordings and replay them. They can join in the same
recorded session, not only as viewers of a 3-D video
but with the ability to navigate within the scene and
relive the session from any perspective in space, at
any given time. In this way, they may pay attention to
details that they missed when they initially “played”
the scenario.

MEDICAL METAVERSE CASE
STUDIES

We can create a complete simulation at a fraction of
the time and cost with respect to existing solutions.
To be more precise, we were able to build a training
simulation for soft skills in collaboration with the
Fayetteville State University within 14 days, employing
one full-time developer and one part-time designer.
Using other frameworks, the respective work would
require 120 days with the same human resources, to
be completed. This corresponds to an eight times
faster and eight times more cost-efficient authoring
process, based on current freelance rates for one 3-D
designer and one 3-D developer in the USA today. For
more simulation applications built with MAGES, along
with the required amount of resources, the reader
may refer to the “Medical VR Training Examples Built
With MAGES” sidebar.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this work, we presented MAGES 4.0, a novel devel-
opment kit that allows rapid creation of any collabora-
tive medical VR/AR simulation. The abovementioned
novelties rapidly accelerate content creation while
maintaining a stable, multiplaftorm authoring tool for
the upcoming medical metaverse.

In the near future, we aim to improve the devel-
oper and user experience in MAGES. Our goal is to

reach a point where a novice developer can rapidly
uptake and create with all existing actions, cloud, and
analytics in a single day. In addition, experienced
developers should also be able to extend the code-
base (actions, prototypes, mechanics) with ease at a
fraction of time with minimal effort. Furthermore, we
consider to support the universal scene description,
an open metaverse file format that empowers the col-
laboration in 3-D virtual worlds. Our hope is that this
work provides a solid contribution on how to acceler-
ate the world’s transition to medical VR training and
the proliferation of the medical metaverse.
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